Title: Me, myself and I Year: 4 Subject: Art
Key Knowledge
Henry Moore (1898-1986)
• His first pieces of artwork were carved out of clay and wood.
• At 11 years old, he was inspired by Michelangelo and decided he
wanted to become a sculptor.
• His most famous work is his bronze body sculptures.
Alberto Giacometti (1901-1966)
• He often worked in clay, building up the layers, removing parts
of the sculpture, then casting them in bronze.
• He always preferred sculpting people he knew well, like his
family.
• His work influenced many artists, including Henry Moore.
Mother and Child
Henry Moore

Tall Figure III
Alberto Giacometti

Modroc
Modroc is plaster of Paris in the form of a bandage. It can be cut
into lengths and soaked in water then moulded into shape and sets
hard when dry

Key Skills

Key Vocabulary

Responding to Art
I can discuss and review own and others work,
expressing thoughts and feelings.
I can begin to explore a range of great artists in
history.

armature

An armature is a type of skeleton or
rigid support system for an art work.

construction

How an art work is practically put
together.

form

The form of something is its shape..

Sculpture
I can use man made materials to create sculptures.
I can work in a safe, organised way, caring for
equipment.
I can produce a Marquette confidently.
I can model over an armature.
I can adapt work as necessary and explain why.
I can us language appropriate to skill and technique.

maquette

A sculptor's small preliminary model
or sketch

layers

Single thicknesses or sheets of
material placed on top of each other

outline

The outline of something is its
general shape, especially when it
cannot be clearly seen

proportion

How the sizes of different parts of a
piece of art or design relate to each
other.

sculpture

An art form made in three
dimensions.

structure

A structure is something that has
been built.

